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Artistic Artifacts Owner Judy Gula: We are pleased to be participating in Row by Row Experience for the
second year; learn more at www.artisticartifacts.com/rowxrow.html. Our beautiful batik fish inspired me
to create this pattern. Personalize your row by using your special fabric stash or embellish it with items you
love. Have fun this summer with the 2015 Row by Row Experience!
The Row by Row Experience kit, available in multiple colors, includes:
•
•

4 (four) approximately 6" hand-drawn batik fish blocks
5 (five) strips of coordinating batik and print fabrics. Each strip is
4½" wide x 44" long.

If you did not purchase our Row
by Row Experience fabric kit,
please substitute equivalent
measurements of 100% cotton
fabric in your choice of colors and
patterns.

Our 2015 Artistic Artifacts row consists of 4 (four) Wonky Log Cabin
blocks, each with a batik fish center created by Jaka, one of Indonesia’s most renowned batik artists. John Q.
Adams (“Quilt Dad”) has a thorough Wonky Log Cabin tutorial: visit www.quiltdad.com/2009/09/quiltalong-3-wonky-log-cabin-block.html. In addition, our friends at PG Fiber2Art, Sue Price and Elizabeth
Gibson, created an alternate version for us again this year using their amazing Thermofax screens. See their
beautiful row and tutorial at http://pgfiber2art.blogspot.com/2015/06/wonky-log-cabin-tutorial.html.
We highly recommend that you check both of these blogs for their step by step instructions, photo
illustrations and tips on constructing the blocks. (Our own post about the wonky log cabin process is online
at www.artisticartifacts.com/blog/?p=4080.)
Wonky log cabin blocks can range from very subtle angles to
noticeably severe. Because we are beginning with a large size
center, we recommend cutting on the subtle side. Also,
remember not to cut an angle that causes the smallest end of
your strip to measure less than ½" wide—as you assemble your
logs, the fabric could disappear because of the ¼" seam
allowances.
1. Cut each side of your batik fish square at an angle to begin
creating the wonky look. Take no more than a ½" off at the
deepest point in your angle (see photograph)
2. Cut each 4½" strip of batik/print fabric into 4 (four) width
of fabric (WOF) strips. These strips do not need to be equal
measurements, but we recommend that you cut no bigger
than 1½ " wide and no smaller than 1". Choose one of your
strips of batik/print fabric to begin the log cabin design.

a. The order of fabrics that encircle the fish square is your choice: work from light and dark, light
to dark, or mix it randomly... it’s your row! Remember too that the four blocks do not need to
follow the same order; you can change the order of the fabrics from square to square.
b. Take your first fabric strip and begin assembling the
wonky log cabin around the center fish square.
Work either clockwise or counter-clockwise as you
desire, but once you pick a direction, stick with it
until the block is finished.
3. Using a ¼ seam allowance, sew the first side and fingerpress the seam in the direction of the strip you added. The
fun of the log cabin technique, and in particular the wonky
versions, is that you do not need to work with precise
measurements or initially cut your strips to fit the
square...trim after sewing (see diagram).
4. Go around the block, sewing and trimming your
strip, until you have completed the four sides.
5. Once you have the block encircled with four “logs,”
make an angled cut on all four sides to continue
creating the wonky look. As with trimming the
center block, we recommend taking no more than a
½" off at the deepest point in your angle.
6. Choose the fabric for your second “log” and repeat
step 4, sewing and trimming strips at subtle angles,
until you again have completed the four sides.
7. Add your third and fourth strips in the same
manner. While you are working, you can use a 9½"
square ruler to begin estimating the total size of
your blocks. Checking periodically can let you know
if you need to increase the width of a log, or reduce
it, to reach your final goal of a 9½" square.
8. Once you have applied your fourth and final “log”
strips completely around the block, you will trim it
to be 9½" square with your 9½" ruler. You are
trimming this final log set straight, not wonky: you
need to finish with a true square. Use your rotary
cutter, any straight ruler, and your cutting mat to
size up your 9½" block if you don’t have a 9½" ruler.
9. One block completed! Now piece three more 9½"
blocks in the same manner.
10. Once all four blocks are completed and squared up
to be 9½", choose a row order (horizontal or
vertical, as you choose) that is pleasing to you and
sew each together using a ¼" seam allowance.
If you are not sewing your row into a quilt, add additional
borders or binding to finish it. Or consider sewing your
blocks in a 2 block x 2 block square for a wall hanging!
Free-motion quilt your finished project as desired.

Above, checking block with a 9½" ruler after the 3rd row of
logs has been added. Judy can see that she needs to trim
those strips thinner in order to fit her 4th row in. Below, her
block before the final straight trim (no wonky angle on
your last cuts) to finish at 9½" square.

